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Recently, Bass and Pyke proved a strong law of large numbers for d-dimensional arrays of 
i.i.d, random variables in which the a.e.-convergence was uniform over a large family of averaging 
sets. Using different arguments from ergodic theory, we extend this result to multiparameter 
subadditive processes. Even without the uniformity statement this yields convergence a.e. for 
more general averaging sequences than those considered by Akcoglu and Krengel. 
ergodic theory * multiparameter subadditive process 
1. Introduction 
For a fixed integer d >i 1 let V denote the set {0, 1, 2 , . . .}a  and ~" the set of all 
finite non-empty subsets of V. A real valued process F= {FA: A e ~} on a given 
probabil ity space (12, sO, P)  is called stationary if, for any k I> 1, any A1, . . . ,  Ag ~ 
and any u~ ~ the joint distribution of FA~,..., FAk is the same as that of 
fA~+u, . . .  , FAk+u. The parameter set of the process may be extended by putting 
F~ = 0 and Fs := FB~ v for any bounded B c [0, c~] d. 
For u = (ui), v = (vi) ~ R d we write [u, v) = {(wi): u~ <~ w~ < vi, i = 1 , . . . ,  d} for 
d-dimensional  intervals. Put e = (1, 1 , . . . ,  1). F is called subadditive if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(i) F is stationary; 
(ii) FA~B<~FA+FB holds for disjoint A, Be  °U; 
(iii) the random variables FA are integrable; and 
(iv) y(F) := inf{ S n-dFto,,,e) dP}> -~.  
F is called superadditive if - F  is subadditive and additive if F is super- and 
subadditive. 
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For measurable B c [0, oo) d, A(B) shall denote the Lebesgue measure of B and 
OB the boundary of B. If  p is the Euclidean distance, B(~):= 
{re  [0, oo)a: p(v, 0B)< t~} is the ~-annulus of aB. Put nB ={nv: ve B}. 
Theorem 1. Suppose ~3 is a collection of Borel measurable subsets of [0, 1] d such that 
r~(8):=sup{A(B(8)):  Be  ~3}~0 as t~0.  (1) 
For subadditive F there exists f e L~ with 
sup{ln-dF, s -A(S) f l :  Se~}~O a.s. (2) 
as rl --> oo. 
Clearly, f must be the Ll-limit of the averages F,, = (u l . . .  Ud)-~F[o,,,) for u--> co 
(meaning that all coordinates ui of u tend to oo). Smythe [9] showed that this limit 
exists. The almost sure convergence of n-dFto,,e) is due to Akcoglu and Krengel 
[1 ], and their maximal inequality is the key ingredient for the present proof. 
Actually, they considered more general averaging sets than squares. Similarly, 
the theorem above permits a generalization: For u e V put 
uB= {(Ull)l, U2/ )2 ,  . . . , UdZ)d): l) e B}. 
Let (u(k)) be an increasing sequence in V with u(k) ~ oo. Then (2) can be replaced 
by 
sup{lA([O,u(k)))- 'F,(k)e-A(B)fl:  Be~}-->0 a.s. (3) 
We remark that the case of sequences of convex averaging sets has been sketched 
in the recent monograph of K_rengel [7]. Clearly the family ~ of convex subsets of 
[0, e] satisfies r~e(8)--> 0(8--> 0), but it is easy to give examples of families ~ with 
r~(8) ~ 0 containing non-convex sets. For ~3 = c~ the novel point is the uniformity 
of convergence. In the additive case, Tempel'man [11] considered averages also 
over some suitable sequences of nonconvex sets; see [7] for details and other 
references 
2. Proof of the theorem 
It will be enough to prove the desired convergence for nonnegative superadditive 
processes, because the additive process F 1 given by F~ =~v~a F{v} is a difference 
of two nonnegative additive processes and -F+ F 1 is nonnegative superadditive. 
We therefore assume now that F is nonnegative superadditive. 
We can also assume that there are commuting measure preserving transformations 
u I u /A d ~'1,- • •, ~'a of (/2, ~/, P) such that FA+, = FA o ~-, where ~-, = T~ ~'2 . .. ~'a for u e V. 
This may be seen by replacing ~ by R ~" as in the usual product space representation 
of a process. 
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The spatial constant of the superadditive process F is given by 
"y:= y(F)=sup{f P,,dP: u~Na}. 
It is well known and easy to see that this supremum is a limit for u -  oo. 
We now need an argument from [4]. Let Y.k., be the sum of all F[ku, k(u+e)) with 
O~ u i<[n /k ]  for i=  1 , . . . ,  d, where [x] is the largest integer <~x. For any e >0 we 
may find k with ~/~ke dP> 3/- e 2. The additive mean ergodic theorem implies the 
convergence in Ll-norm of k-a[n/k]-d~,k~, tosome gk invariant under rk, and 
having integral 
f gk dP= f Fke dP. 
The proof in [4, p. 41-42] shows that (gk) is a Cauchy sequence converging in L1 
to some f s L1 invariant under all ru, and that II & - f II, - ' 0(u oo) and [ f dP = y. 
Recall that, for any k, L 2 is the orthogonal direct sum of the space Hk of vectors 
which are fixed under all r k (i = 1 , . . . ,  d), and the closure of the set of sums of the 
form ~d=l (ai o r k -- ai) with ai ~ L2; see [7, Lemma 1.1.3]. The projection Pkh of h 
on Hk is the limit of m-d~,u<me rkuh. If h is close in Ll-norm to Pke, then Pkh is 
close to gk. For large k, gk is arbitrarily close to J~ Modifying the ai a little in 
L rnorm we can assume that they are bounded. Putting all this together, we find 
that, for any e > 0 there exist bounded functions al,  a2, • • • ,  ad and a function b 
with IIb II1 < e2 such that, for some large enough k, 
d 
Fke = f + E ( ai ° rk -- a, ) + b. (4) 
i=1 
For arbitrarily small ~7 > 0 there exists a large m with 
m -e ~ rk.~ ~ (a~°r~-a~) <n a.e., 
u<me i=1  
because the ai are bounded and most of the terms cancel each other. 
Put M = km. It will be convenient o consider a fixed set B c [0, 1] d from the 
family ~. The estimates hall show that the convergence is uniform in ~. 
Let K ,  be the set of all u ~ V with [Mu, M(u  + e)) cnB  and L, the set of all 
u ~ V with [Mu, M(u  + e)) c~ nB ~ O. C. (and D.)  denote the union of all intervals 
[Mu, M(u  + e)) with u ~ K,  (and with u ~ L,). We have C. c nB ~ D~ and, by (1), 
lim n-dA(C. )= lim n-dA(D. )= A(B). 
rl ---~ O0 n--~OO 
The lower estimate of n-dF.B is fairly easy: In view of (4), we have, for n >I 2Mk, 
n--dFnB ~ n-dFc,, ~ rt-d 
~n -a ~ ~ kdPk~°rM~°rk~ 
u~K n v<rne  
n-~kdm d card(K . ) ( f -  n) - b* 
E F[Mu, M(u+e)) 
u6K n 
a.e., 
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where 
b*= sup n -a • kalbl°r  . 
n>~2Mk u<([n/k]+l) e 
As n >-2Mk implies [n /k ]+ 1 <~2n/k, we obtain, by the d-dimensional maximal 
inequality (Corollary 6.2.7 in [7]) 
4 d 
P (b*> ~)<~-II  b II, <~4de. 
E 
Since n-dkdm d card(K.)-~ A(B), this suffices to prove 
l imin fn -dF ,  a- -A(B) f>~0 a.e. 
For the upper estimate we introduce a new process. For A E °F let A(k)  be the 
union of all intervals [ku, k(u + e)) with u ~ A. The process G = {GA: A ~ ~r} is 
defined by 
G A = FA(k ) - -  ~ F[ku, k(u+e))" 
uEA 
It is nonnegative and superadditive for the semigroup {o'u" u ~ V} with tru = Tku. Its 
spatial constant is, by our choice of k, 
"y(G) = kdT(F) - f Fto,ke )dP  < kale 2. 
If J, denotes the set of all w ~ V of the form mu + v with u ~ Ln, v ~ V and v < me, 
then D, is the union of all intervals [kw, k (w+ e)) with w ~ J,. We have 
n-"F.B <- n-"Fo° = n E 
u~L n v<me 
kdpk¢ o rMu o Tkv + n-riG j,,. 
The first term on the right-hand side is handled as above. The te rm n-dGj, can be 
estimated from above (for n >I 2Mk) by 2dk-dG* where 
G* = sup( 2 g)-d Gt o,2ee). 
g>~l 
(Replace J, by the bigger set [0, 2te) for g = [ n~ k]. Then n-d <~ (kg)-d.) The maximal 
inequality of Akcoglu and Krengel [1, 7] yields 
P(2dk-dG * > e ) = P( G* > 2-akde ) <~ 4dk-de -1 "Y (G)  ~ 4de. 
This suffices to prove 
lim sup n-dF, B -A(B) f~<o a.e. 
In these estimates the choice of B matters only for the convergence of 
n-aM d card(K,)  and n-aM a card(L,) to A(B). The condition (1) guarantees that 
this convergence is uniform in B ~ ~. 
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Remarks. (a) It does not seem difficult to extend the present uniform pointwise 
convergence to subadditive processes for a d-parameter semigroup of measure- 
preserving transformations in a o--finite measure space. The Ll-mean convergence 
does not hold. The present argument applies on the maximal subset of ~ carrying 
a finite invariant measure. On the complement the limit is 0. 
(b) It also seems possible to extend the result (2) in the additive case to semigroups 
of L1 - Loo-contractions using the methods of Brunel [3]. However, so far the needed 
maximal estimate is not available for positive L1 - Loo-contractions and superadditive 
processes. In the operator case it is also missing for increasing sequences u(1)< 
u(2)<. . -  as in (3). 
(c) The restriction to a fixed increasing sequence u(1) < u(2) < .  • • can be dropped 
in (3) in the additive case by imposing the condition Fto.e )~ L log d-1 L; see Theorem 
2.4 of Sucheston [10]. This then yields a strengthening of the ergodic theorem of 
Zygmund [12]; see also [6, § 6.1]) namely, 
sup{IX([O,u))-'Fu -X(B)fl: Bc~}--->O a.s. 
as u -~ co, where uB = {(uibi): B ~ ~3}. 
3. Continuous parameter processes 
Let OFR denote the family of bounded Borel sets in VR = (R÷) d. The definition of 
stationarity and subadditivity is the same as in the discrete parameter case with °F 
replaced by OFR and V by VR. Now, however, it is unnecessary to extend the 
parameter set of a process F = {FA: A ~ OFR}. 
We shall make use of suprema over uncountable families of measurable functions. 
They are to be understood as "essential" suprema in the space of equivalence classes 
(mod null sets), sup{f,  i e I} is the unique minimal equivalence class h with h >~f~ 
for all i. It agrees with sup{f,  i e Io} for suitable countable Io c / .  Similarly <~ means ~< 
a.e. 
Theorem 2. Let ~ be as in Theorem 1, and let F= {FA: A e OFR} be a subadditive 
process with 
sup{I FAI: A c [0, e), A e OFR} e L,. (5) 
Then the assertion of Theorem 1 remains true. 
Proof. By the stationarity and by (5) the equivalence classes 
qu:=sup{[FA l :Ac[u ,u+e)} ,  u~ V, 
belong to L1. The process {QA: A~ OF} with QA =~,,,~A qu is a discrete parameter 
additive process. 
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We again consider the sets C,, D, defined in the proof of Theorem 1. As the sets 
C,, D, are finite disjoint unions of intervals [u, u + e) with u ~ V, the proof of the 
discrete parameter theorem yields 
In- Fco-A(n)fl- O and In- Foo-A(n)fl- o a.e. 
(uniformly in B). Although F is not nonnegative and superadditive, the discrete 
parameter process 
F~ = Fw([u,u+e):ueA}, A ~ ~, 
is a linear combination of nonnegative superadditive processes. Applying the proof 
of Theorem 1 to the process Q = {QA} we obtain 
n-aQo~\cN~O a.e. (uniformly in B). 
The subadditivity of F yields 
FnB <~ Fc~ + F~\c,, <~ Fco + Qoo\c~ 
and 
Fon <<- FnB + Fon\nn. 
Hence Foo - Fcn <~ Fo,,\n~ + Qo,\cn. On the other hand Foo\,~ <~ QDn\c,,. Together 
these estimates imply 
In- F. -x(n)fl- O a.e. 
uniformly for B ~ ~. [] 
Remarks. (a) A stationary point process, for which the number of points in [0, e) 
is integrable, is an example of a process atisfying the assumptions of the theorem. 
(b) It again seems easy to prove the extension to g-finite measure spaces and 
the generalization i which the sequence ne is replaced by an increasing sequence 
in V. 
(c) Nguyen-Zessin [8] have employed the condition (4) for convex sets to prove 
a pointwise rgodic theorem for additive processes and convex sets. 
(d) The condition (5) above is analogous to the condition used by Kingman [6] 
in the continuous parameter case. 
4. A counterexample 
The proof in Bass and Pyke [2] of the uniform strong law for i.i.d, arrays depends 
only on the ability to approximate the sets in ~ by a finite number of inner and 
outer approximating sets. Condition (1) makes this possible by permitting the use 
of rectilinear sets for these approximations. Recently, Gin6 and Zinn [5] introduced 
the appropriate "metric-entropy" conditions and used these to obtain complete 
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characterizations of the uniform strong law in the additive i.i.d, case. Roughly 
speaking, a finite metric entropy condit ion permits finite approximations by prevent- 
ing ~ from containing too many sets which look very different. This is the case if 
(1) holds, but in contrast o (1), a finite metric entropy assumption does not impose 
any condit ion on the sets in ~ if ~ is a finite family. 
We now show by example that such a weaker condit ion is not sufficient in the 
present ergodic theoretic setting even for d = 1. Take 
.0 = {0, 1}, P(O) = P (1) - '  ~ ,  tO=l ,  r l=O,  
and let 
Put 
f (0)  = 1, f (1)  =-1 .  
Fa= ~ fo'r'. 
i EAc~ V 
We construct a single set B c [0, 1) such that n-IF,,B does not converge. 
Let Pl < P2 <" " " be an increasing sequence of prime numbers. For even i, let 
ei = {2k/p,: 0 < k < pJ2}. 
For odd i, let 
B, = {(2k -  1)/p,: 0 < k < pi/2}. 
Let B be the disjoint union of the sets B~. If n -- pi and i is even, then nB r~ M consists 
of the even natural numbers smaller than Pi. Hence n-lF, m ~-f/2 if n is large. I f  
n = p~ and i is odd, then nB c~ N consists of the odd natural numbers smaller than 
p~ - 1. Hence 
n-iF.8 ~f  o r/2. 
Since f#for ,  the sequence n-lF,~ cannot converge. 
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